
SIGNAGE
Smart Signs  Wayfinding  Mapping



TÜRN International FZCO is formed with a goal of providing comprehensive solutions within Architectural 
Door Hardware,  Automatic Door industry and Signage industry. Our �rm believes that all projects bene�t from a process 
involving the Client, Architects, Building Contractors and other specialists in an informative collaboration, and that successful 
projects are made  possible through the management of all participants involved. 

Our team has more than three decades of experience working on complex projects ranging from Health, Education, Military, 
Hospitality and Commercial sectors across the Middle East. Coupled with the �rm’s skills in managing increasingly intricate 
submittal and approval procedures, our approach ensures the client of quality services that are provided with the highest 
standards of technical support. 

As a professional high-end quality signage production service provider, the company has advanced technical team, 
stable R & D team and a large number of scienti�c and technological CNC production equipment, with strict management
and the pursuit of excellent quality, according to user needs to meet customize high-quality products with high speci�cations
and multi-purpose. The company's main products are, Large-scale Guidance System Project, Indoor and Outdoor Light
Boxes, Signage Signs, Light Box Projects. Luminous  Letters, Pphoto-Electric Decoration. Sculpture Landscape and Innovative 
Smart Signs, etc.,widely used in tourist attractions. urban environment �nancial system, community venues, education systems, 
medical systems. businesses.industrial parks enterprises and government agencies, etc . 

We use international language concepts combined with local characteristics to create designs, tailor-made personalized and
humanized guidance systems for required environment.It is a one-stop professional identi�cation company for design, 
production, construction and maintenance. Since the establishment of the company, 

At TÜRN you are assured of: 
• Personalized service
• Product quality
• Competitive price 

We look forward to building a long-term business relationship 
and assure you of our very best always. 
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TURN AT A GLANCE



Enterprise Culture
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Manufacturing Process

Cooperative Clients (Part)
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Light Box

Construction Project Sign
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Manufacturing Process

Trash Can And Letter Box
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Display system signboard

Vehical Logo Sign and Letters

Plaque and Plate Signboard & 
Braille and tactile sign (ADA Signs)
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3D LED Luminous Letters and NUmber Sign

3D Letters and Number SIgn

Outdoor Pylon Freestanding Sign & Other
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